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C3ditorial
The majority of you will have
recent news reports in Dragon
Dragon periodicals, concerning the
Dragon Logic.
The 'n~ws article' in question quoted Jonathan
Cartwright as saying that unless he sold all back
issues at the recent Ossett show, I would be forced
to cease the magazine. As you would expect, Jonathan
said nothing of the sort, and thus the entire article
is a mere fallacy. Such allegations are of course
damaging to the Dragon fraternity, readers begin to
withdraw their subscriptions and Dragon Logic loses a
valuable source of income. Sadly, such tactics are
increasingly commonplace among certain less reputable
Dragon magazines, who seek only to destroy any
competition in their bid to become the number 1
Dragon magazine. Dragon Logic is by no means perfect,
we make mistakes like any other magazine, but we
tread very carefully where such matters are concerned
and we check our facts before we go to press,
something which Dragon Magazine quite obviously did
not do.
On a lighter note,
receiving rather a
recently. In a letter
Logic subscriber,
consistantly that the
doing so featured the
gro~ps and magazines
Alexander's example.
The major new story this month is the takeover of
Orange Software by Pulser Software. It'll be sad to
see Orange disappear in such a way, given the Tact
that they have done so much for the Dragon ~ Tandy in
their time with us. Their software will, however, be
available from Pulser, who were also thought to have
left the Dragon scene, quite recently. It's good to
see they're proved everyone wrong.
The Hove show, despite the media hype, attracted a
mere 400 visitors but the majority of traders are
happy with business, though it remains to be seen
whether Paul Grade will go ahead with his plan for a
Christmas show. See you next Issue.

no doubt read the
Magazine and other
supposed demise of

it seems the Dragon has been
lot of media attention quite
to New Computer Express, Dragon

Alexander McIntosh, argued
Dragon is far from dead and in
names and addresses of several
- if only more people followed
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LETTERS If you would like to correspond with any section of
the magazine write to Dragon Logic, 72 Diriebught
Road, Inverness, IV2 3QT.

The letter in Issue b regarding the possibility of a Scottish show really does deserve an
answer and I think you ought to point out to anyone making such suggestions that a
Scottish show is simply NOT economically viable.
It costs roughly a thousand pounds to put on a reasonabl y good show ... hall rental at
around £400 per day, additional power supplies, catering, bar, advertlsing, printing,
insurance etc ••• and that cost has to be offset by the sale of stands. (You can't rely on
getting anyone 'through the doors"). Small firms can't afford more than £20 or so for a
stand, and there are only a few bigger firms who can take the full price stand .,. which
is 100% more than Ossett or \IIestonlYou then have to convince firms that they can make
enough PROFIT (NOT turnover) to cover transport, accomodation, cost of stand, advertising
etc, which in most cases would add up to well over £250. It just isn't possible - there
isn't a big enough market to make that kind of money and everyone In the trade knows it.
It's just a simple maths exercise, the cost of travel to Scotland would be just too high
for anyone to cover. If you doubt my estimates, try organizing a Scottish show yourself
and see what figures you come up with! Try checking the return fares for, say, four people
from places like South Wales, Bristol or even Worthing, add the cost of overnight
accomodation for the same number, plus the cost of a stand (around £7S) and then work out
how 'much software they would have to sell to break even! Average profit on a tape or disc
is around SO/bOp.
OK I'm not seriously suggesting that you should try running a show, but the point needs to
be made to the types who keep coming up with such suggestions. The Dragon may be old, but
it doesn't qualify for a grant from Age Concern, even if some people seem to think
otherwise!

Paul Grade, NDUG Chairman, 6 Navarino Road, Worthing, Sussex.

Editor Replies:Judging by the disappointing turn out at the recent Hove show, a show which
was widely expected to be one of the most promising for years, there does seem little
prospect of large numbers of Dragon u~ers travelling to a Scottish venue.
-------------------_._---------------------------------------------------------------------
Thank you for your recent report concerning the Dragon Gazette, although I should point
out the first edition was merely experimental and was not meant to be construed as the
final version of the newsletter.
However, my main reason for writing was to apologise for our report concerning your
publication. I think the perceived demise of Dragon Logic was a commonly held view; thus
this was reflected in the various reports printed. Of course, I will rectify this in the
next available edition.
I must admit, I am pleased you have proved these reports to be false, as Dragon Logic is a
fine publication.

Simon Jones, New Era Publications, 37 Collins Meadow, Harlow, Essex, CM19 4EN.



mews If you have any new products for the Dragon-
Software or Hardware - write to Dragon Logic, 72
Diriebught Road, Inverness, IV2 3QT.

Pulser Software have, in a highly secretive deal, ta~en control of troubled Orange
Software.
Rather than continuing Orange seperately, it is understood that all previous Orange
Software titles will now come under the Pulser label, a move which will disappoint many.
Brian 0 'Connor, proprieter of Pulser Software is expected to reduce price levels of much
of Orange's previous titles, but further details were unavailable at the time at going to
press.
For further details, contact Pulser Software at 36 Foxhill, High Crompton, Shaw, Oldham.

Dragoniire Services have recently introduced a unique Hotline service, in which customers
can order direct from Dragonfire and pay for their goods upon receipt.
Announcing the scheme, Andrew Hill of Dragonfire said, "Computer owners have for far too
long been at the mercy of Software suppliers". Customers must first register with the
Hotline before receiving goods, but it is understood that there are no costs whatsoever
involved in registering.
Oragonfire have also announced that they intend to organise another Winter Dragon show in
Weston, the venue for the previous Colour ·Computer Convention. It is not known when the
show is to be heldbut it is widely expected to follow after Bob Preston's Ossett show.
Further information on any of the above can be obtained by writing to Dragonfireat Unit 3,
Rising Sun Enterprise Centre, Blaina, Gwent, NP3 3JW or 'phone 0495 292159.

New Era Publications have recently announced plans for further expansion.
The company are to launch several new publications over the coming months, including The
Invader's Summer Diaries, a light-hearted, not least a highly controversial look at the
Dragon scene, an updated version of their Dragon Directory, detailing the names and
addresses of over 300 Dragon users, a professionally printed book entitled, "The History
of the Dragon", written jointly by Simon Jones and Paul Grade, who reveal exclusive
details behind the Dragon's history, and lastly, a new monthly series on Machine Code,
based on the popular Computing magazine, Input. Prices vary, so enquire before you order.
The company has also announced the release of their second Software title, a comprehensive
CGP-115/MCP-40 screen dump utility, programmed partly in machine code. The program is to
be priced at £3.50. New Era have also commissioned David Bryant, ex-proprieter of now
defunct Unique Software, to develop a game which, New Era say, will be a mix of arcade,
adventure, strategy and simulation. The game is expected to be launched in August.
Meanwhile, New Era has also launched a series of garments, ranging from Dragon boxer
shorts, T-shirts and SweatshIrts to Baseball caps. Again prices vary according to sizes.
Write to New Era Publications, at 37 Collins Meadow, Harlow, Essex, CM19 4EN.

Kouga Software's latest release, Revenge of the Alien Bongo BEast in the Crissy Crossy
Lines Dimension is now available. Written by Stewart Orchard, also responsible for Ball
Dozer, the game is widely expected to be Kouga's best release to date. The program is
available on tape for £6. Kouga's previous titles, Mandragore ~ Ball Dozer are still
available from Kouga, priced £4 each.
Contact Kouga Software at 94 The Oval, Firth Park, Sheffield, S5 bSP. 4



Postcript
Just to refresh our minds what the POST-
CRIPT language is, the Adobe Manual
states that the POSTCRIPT language can
be described as a general page descrip-
tion language or a general purpose pro-
gramming language with powertull built in
graphics primitives. That is what we
covered last

Generally, POSTCRIPT has been very
successful, at least in the PC computer
world, mainly because the text-only out- .
put, such as a typewriter is no longer ade-
quate. People need to create documents
with graphics and drawings to re-inforce
their text contents.

Lets now consider the whole to POST-
CRIPT language as a general purpose
language.

Unlike our DRAGON BASIC interpreter
which provides us with a line editor offer-
ing a 'complete' programming environ-
ment, although this is not strictly true be-
cause there are no debugging tools which
are essential, the POSTCRIPT interpreter
does not have an editor. There is not even
a compiler, or a 'source' checker in order
to find out if your POSTCRIPT program ac-
tually produces what you want it to. The
way I do checking, is that I am waiting for
the document to print, and if it doesn't after
2 or 3 minutes I take the assumption that I
need to modify it I Hardly a sufficient
method of program debugging !

The Syntax of POSTCRIPT is fairly simple
and fairly standard. A POSTCRIPT pro-
gram is written as a file using an Editor or
a Word processor which is send down a
communication channel, ie either a serial
connection or a parallel connection; the file
Is then interpreted by the POSTCRIPT in-

terpreter and. a printed paper is produced.
Needless to say that the source files will
take a very large amount of memory (well,
I mean disk space).

It is not very easy just explaining how the
syntax of the language is used. We need
to spend a long time for this, and I not pre-
pared to do it. However, I will write very
simple programs and explain them as I go
along. I have always found that this
method is the best way of learning to pro-
gram and I hope it does the same to you.

Lets do a simple arithmetic:

2044 add 2 div

Sending this line of 'code' along the serial
port Oust like the one in Dragon 64) to a
POSTCRIPT printer, the interpreter within
the printer will receive the number 20 and
will push it in the stack (similar to FORTH).
And of course it will do the same with the
number 44. The next thing will be the word
'add'. This word will be actually compared
against an internal dictionary of the inter-
preter, and if it is a valid command Oust like
in this case), it will cause the intrepreter to
execute the piece of code which is at-
tached to this command. In other words,
the interpreter will pop the two numbers
that have been previously pushed in the
stack and add them together. Again, the
next character is the number 2, which will
be pushed in the stack and then the word
'div' will be compared again against the
internal dictionary, etc, etc. This mode of
code execution is called 'Immediate'. By
the way the result of the above piece of
'code' will be 32, ie the two numbers will
be added together (giving 64) and the re-
sult will be divided by two.

s



The numbers 20 and 44 are called oper- I ters, but I have the feeling that it is more
ands and the the word add is called an expensive.
operator.

A more interesting program is the follow-
ing:

(average {add 2 div} def

20 44 average

Again feeding the interpreter with this, the
first word defines the procedure called
average. The next item is an array {add 2
div}. This in fact is a procedure indicated
by the { } characters. The procedure con-
tains three items, add, 2 and div. What the
interpreter does it pushes everything onto
the stack as we said before, ie it does noth-
ing so far except manipulating and prepar-
ing for the next instruction. After that the
name 'def' is encountered and again is
pushed onto the stack. Its function is only
to pop the prcedure off the stack. The in-
terpreter will then receive the two numbers
(push them to the stack) and also the word
average, which will be executed. Now
'average' is associated with the {add 2
dlv} procedure in the first line of the pro-
gram, and therefore is executed an item at
a time. The result of this exercise is again
32.

The POSTSCRIPT language is indeed
very powerful. It will take a large amount
of time and space to go through it all. At
this point of time it is fair to say that it will
be better to stick to basics. Although the
Dragon is quite capable in producing code
for POSTSCRIPT I doubt that Dragoneers
will use it basically because a POST-
SCRIPT printer costs around £2000. I
don't know how much a LaserWriter costs,
which is mainly used with APPLE Compu-

ERRORS

In any programming language there are
errors that may occur during program de-
velopment. Of course errors may occur
during execution as well. I mentioned be-
fore that the interpreter may receive a
piece of code and produce no output, ie a
printed result. Some though errors are de-
tected by the interpreter, errors such as
stack overflow. Just like in Dragon FORTH
I suppose.

I will here for the time being. The following
is another example of a POSTSCRIPT
printer output.

SOTOS MANDALOS

-- ._._----
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HARDWARE
By now you should have at least one Data channel

toggling Leds on and off, and have the confidence to

have a go at this, at f.irst it may seem involved but

have a go, you will see that it i:sn't.

Parts List
1 IDC connector for PCB
1 Veroboard
1 Battery Clip
1 Analogue-Digital Convertor
1 Temp Sen:sor (0-100 C)
1 10k Potentiometer
1 Ceramic Capacitor (150pt)
1 DIL Socket

FT'72P
FL06G
HF28F
QQOOA
UF52G
WR49D
WX58N
HI~77J

The list above assumes that you will use the same
cable as in the output PCB. The DIL socket is so the
A/D convertor can be fitted after all the soldering.
The important thing to remember when arranging the
components is to fir:st get the Data lines of the A/D
chip in line with the IDe connector this saves a lot of
interconecting. Now I can't help you much more except
that the way I check on completion is to take a chip
pin and follow it around the circuit and tick it off on
the drawing. Remember to cut under the components such
al5 resistors and between the A/D pins to prevent short
circuits.



After a final check, connect to the battery and check
the supplies with a Voltmeter, acr ossss the sensor there
should be 5v and on pin 20 on the A/D there should be
5v, if not check the batteries and the veroboard. Now
to set the PCB up, measure the voltage on pin 9 of the
A/D it needs to be 1.27-1.28 volts to adjust it turn the
10k pot until the correct value is read on the meter.
This is to give full 8 bit resolution over the range we
want to measure. What this means is that the binary
code output from the A/D is the actual reading in
degrees centigrade so the Dragon just takes this code,
putss it into decimal and shows it on the screen .Now
connect it to the Claw via the ribbon cable and run
the basic program to see the temperature of your room.

5 'INPUT PCB CA2 CONTROL
10 CLS
20 POKE&HFF8C,12'SETSCA2 TO LO
30 P=PEEK(65409) :PRINT(Q40,P
40 POKE&HFF8C,14'SETS CA2 TO HI
50 WAIT1000
60 GOT020

In this application the sample rate is not too critical
and even in basic it can be fast, the A/D will go to
around 9000/second we would need m/c code to even get
close to this, lets :3tick with basic eh!. To get a graph
on the screen is easy and as you touch the sensor the
graph will indicate this, also hard copy is not too
difficult.
Now you have the basis to monitor and control, as
said before your imagination has to take over to get
the best out of interfacing. For 'example the temperatur-
e sensor PCB has expanded to 4 channels, with a
7-segment Led on board to indicate the channel being
read, if I ever get this typed in I will be able to put
it to good use.
Again, any idea:::; you have or problems then share them
with Logic.

Series Author:Alan SWift
B



The Might Y
B~ DON MORJUSON

Micro

INVERNESS based, Moray Firth Radio, Britain's
smallest Independent Radio Station, with a potential
audience of just over 200000, has recently begun a
new computing series, known as The Mighty Micro, in
which show presenter, Andy Grant, reviews the latest
computer software to hit the market.
The programme, which is broadcast every saturday
evening, covers a wide range of topics, ranging from
adventure games to the widespread problem of disk
corruption.
Each show features reviews of the latest software
releases for a variety of machines (sadly there has
been no Dragon coverage as of yet) and a regular
competition. The programme has also recently
introduced q Public Domain Software Library and a
Computer Swap Shop in which listeners can exchange
their programs with each other.
At present, the programme is restricted to the
Highlands, covering an area from Elgin in the East,
along the coast to Inverness and northwards to
Thurso. And though it is unlikely that there will be
significant numbers of Dragon listeners (though there
are some), the Mighty Micro presents the DrAgon
fraternity with the ideal platform upon which to
build its support. As stated, the programme has
reviewed no Dragon material, but there seems no
reason as to why Dragon authors and publishers should
write to the programme with a view to having their
software publicised.
The address to write to, for anyone interested, is
Andy Grant, The Mighty Micro, Moray Firth Radio, PO
BOX 271, Inverness.-----------------------------------------------------
Dragon Logic would like to hear from readers
throughout the country who may have listened to

. similar broadcasts through their local radio station.
Likewise we would also like to hear if your local
newspaper features a regular computer column. Write
to Dragon Logic, 72 Diriebught Road, Inverness, IV2
3QT with any relevant information.
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By Robin Hemmings
~ Donald Morrison

Name:Sprint Basic Compiler V 1.1
Supplier:Preston Computer Games
Price:£9.95

Sprint Compiler 1.1 was originally released some time ago in 1984 by Oasis Software.
Somewhere between then and now, Oasis was transformed into an ex-Dragon software house and
consequently their software was no longer available. Now Prestons have re-released two of
their more serious releases; this BASIC compiler and a version of Pascal.
I originally bought Sprint off a shelf. At the time it was the only BASIC compiler
available for a non-OS9 Dragon such as mine was, and so it seemed like a good way out of
learning machine code. In the neatly padded case comes two cassette, an A6 manual intended
for the 1.0 version and a 1.1 user supplement. After a quick flip through the manual I
felt a little disappointed. I had visions of running any BASIC program through it and
watching it churn out an immediate machine code version. In fact there are quite a few
ditterencesbetween normal Dragon BASIC and that which the Compiler will accept.
Almost any program will need some modification. For instance, all string items in DATA
statements must be enclosed in quotes. This is no hardship unless you happen to have a lot
of DATA statements' There are a few other minor differences - a big loss is that no
floating point numbers ~ay be used - integers only! CSAVEM and CLOADM are not available
which is sometimes a pity, and neither are any of the mathematical functions which will
produce floating points - SIN and FIX etc. Most users will hardly be inconvenienced by
these changes, but there is always the possibility that a vital command is missing.
So, assuming that you have written an acceptable BASIC program, what next? Firstly it must
be RENUMbered into 1 - line increments starting at line O. Then you save your program in
ASCII format with CSAVE"name",A. Now, this is where you start getting muddled and there
seem to be tapes allover the place! You load the compiler via a BASIC loader which has to
be RUN and insert your ASCII-saved program tape. Now the compiler will load the program
in, block by block, and compile it into "intermediate code". It is at this stage that most
of the errors appear. You may have forgotten that last quote, or - more infuriatingly -
saved over a weak patch of tape. The loading routine does seem a bit dodgy! The program
lines are displayed to screen or printer, and any errors are flagged by an arrow pointing
to the offending character. A horrific error message, which I am happy to say has so far
evaded me, is "compiler failure", which means that the program is too large to be
compi1ed,
If you get through this stage OK the next thing to do is put the compiler tape back in the
recorder to load the "linker". This links the intermediate-code program with the machine
code routines to run it. Finally, you are allowed to either save the code or run it, or
both. Got that?
To load back your new machIne code, you simply CLOADM (if you remembered to save it!) and
EXEC. It's quite annoying at this stage, if you were intending to market the program, to
find that a copyright notice is printed at the start of the program. This can easily be
hidden by the use of a hi-res loading screen though. The intermediate code is run by the
'run-time routines" put in by the linker, and the result is a program that will run allllOst
as fast as pure machine code. The packaging claims that it runsat 5-10 times the speed of
DtlCUr



One pitfall is that in programming BASIC it is very easy to end up with a very meS5v
progra~ which works, but slowly - using machine code, you are practically forced to
structure your program. Sprint cannot be expected to structure a program for you - so it
pays to structure your BASIC.
So now you have a running program. There is such a thing as an execution error, however.
This is an .error which 'becomes apparent only when the program is run. If one of these
crops up, you have to correct the BASIC, re-save in ASCII ..• back to square one! I
suppose the Compiler is not really at fault here, but again, a disk version would have
saved a lot of late nights! So, all in all, this co~iler does the job it claims to, but
don't expect magical speed with no extra effort on your part.
In conclusion, Sprint is one of those programs that is either invaluable to you, or of
virt~illy no use at all. Take your pick!

Name:Data ~ Loader Printer
Author:Mike Townsend
Supplier:Dragsoft, 41 Hereford Street, Presteigne, Powys.
Price:£2.00 (tape or DragonDOS compatible disk)

Data & Loader Printer is the first product from the newly-formed Dragsoft. The tape and
DragonDOS versions are identical: the tape can be used to control disks and vice versa
without any problems, and may also be transferred easily. What the program does is to take
a machine code program and produce a BASIC loader program within which the lachine code
original is contained in DATA statements. This is an almost completely useless exercise to
anyone unless they are intending to send the program to a magazine for publication. It lay
also be of use if you are in need of a hard copy as a last .resort backup, but in such a
case I think I would prefer to print the source code. So, Data ~ Loader Printer would seel
to have a limited market. But how well does it do its job.
For a start, adequate, well written instructions are provided. On running the unprotected
BASIC program, a titles screen presents itself and you are asked whether you wish to
operate from tape or disk. Usefully, if you are operating from tape the MOTOR and AUDIO
are turned on so that you can find the correct place; similarly disk users have the option
to use any of the maxi~um four drives and DIR the disk before they continue.
The program is now loaded from tape or disk. 23.5K is avaiiable to the program, from
location 9216 onwards. In other words, it cannot be resident in graphics pages 1-4 (1-5
for tape users, which seems a bit unfair!). Assuming the program fits in the these
restrictions, the next stage is to enter the various details which are incorporated in the
BASIC loader which is eventually printed out. These are: a REM line; a CLEAR statement to
set the top of BASIC; the line-number at which the program is to begin; the increment of
each successive line-number and the number of items in each DATA statement.
On entering these details, a nice touch is that you can change anyone of them without
having to go through them all again. Finally, the program is printed out, in single or
double spacing depending on which version of the program is loaded: two are provided.
There is no option to print a second copy, or to save the program to tape/disk. The
program then returns to the beginning and you are again asked whether tape or disk is
required.
So, what does the finished product look like? Well, hopefully there should be a copy of •
short program somewhere near this review (the presentation of the listing has b~
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'lightly altered by our Printer-ED). Lines 10-70 is the loader section, and BO onwards is
the machine code program. The program's best point is that it adds checksums at the end of
!ach DATA ·line. This is a ,tried and tested method of typing in machine code. All the
numbers of the lines are added up, and the total is compared to the checksum. If it varies
in any way, then the program stops running and is able to report to you which lines you
have typed incorrectly. If the totals match, it is 99.9997. certain that you have typed it
correctly, so the program continues. This makes error finding much easier for the person
typing in the program.

10 'PROGRAM TO RUN THROUGH ALL 256 LOW RES
CHARACTERS

~O CLEAR 200,16383:CLS:PRINT@33,"10ading data line"
30 START=16384:END=16413:EXEC=16384:A=SA:CS=O:L=80
40 FORT=lT08:READP$:V=VAL("tcH"+P$):POKEA,V
50 CS=CS+V:A=A+1:IFA)EN THEN 60 ELSE NEXT
60 PRINT@50,L:READC$:IF VAL("~H"+C$)<)CS THEN PRINT

"error IN LINE";L:END
70 L=L+10:CS=0:IFA<=EN THEN 40
80 DATA 86,00,8E,04,00,A7,80,8C,2CB
90 DATA 06,00,25,F9,8E,FF,FF,30,3EO
100 DATA 1F,8C,00,00,22,F9,81,FF,346
110 DATA 27,03,4C,20,E5,39,lB4
Why only 99.999% certain though? Well, checksums do not allow for transpOSitlon.errors:
fO' t!xample, "A7,BO,BC" and "A7,8C,BO" will have the same checksums but give disasteroui
re5Ults when run. Similarly, but still less likely, two errors in the same line ~ay cancel
each other out. If you typed "26,04" and it should have been "27,03" then the error will
pass undetected, again with disasterous results. But these problems are inherent with
checksums, and not the fault of the program.
So, the program is ready to be published (along with a note that the use of a RENUM will
less up'the whole thingl) - Wrong! Now for the worst part about Data & Loader Printer. If
you type in the attached printout and RUN it, then you will find it does not work. There
is a bug in the printed program. Now I can understand some bugs in programs
getting through, but to have one so obvious is surely a serious offence. All I can say is
that I hope it is in the review copy only •.. but I ~ear not.
Luckily, however, my lightning-fast razor sharp intelligence has provided ,e with the
correct program. Line 30 is at fault. END and EXEC are both BASIC keywords and cannot be
used as variables. Also the mysterious SA variable referred to should be ST (short for
START). A more logical - anG correct - Line 30 would read:
ST=16384:EN=16413:EX=16384:A=ST:CS=0:L=80
Providing the necessary changes to this line are made each time it is RUN, it should work
OK. Other minor criticisms I have of the program are: the "is all this data OK?" screen is
hideous, and although the inputs are guarded against most genuine typing errors, one
intrepid reviewer ~anaged to start a program at line numbp~ -I.
In conclusion then, faults aside, this program should be very useful to anyone who has a
printer, and has written a machine code program which does not reside in the graphics
page, and wishes to send it in to one,of the Dragon magazines, and has not yet developed a
good system for doing so. My only reservation is that there may not be too many such
people around I 12



Name:Revenge of the Alien Bongo ~ast
Author:Steward Orchard
Supplier:Kouga Software
Price:£b

GAME OF THE MONTH

Despite having only been in the Dragon market for a year, Kouga Software has established
its place as one of the market leaders in high quality low priced games. Their previous
releases, Mandragore & Ball Dozer are both highly regarded amongst the Dragon fraternity
and it seems their third and latest title is destined for even greater success.
Written by Stewart Orchard, also responsible for Ball Dozer, Revenge (as it will be
described from now on) places you in the role of Dirk Bronzetorso. The story behind Dirk's
transpor tation into the Crissy Crossy Lines Dimension is as follows:
On one particularly dark and terrible night, Dirk was returning to his home. Upon reaching
his destination he finds a letter on his doormat. The letter read •••
"Dear Sir, it has come to our attention that you have not paid you gas bill. Failure to do
so within the next 24 hours will result in your being transported into the Crissy Crossy
Lines Dimension to fight millions of evil and twisted aliens".
Staggering into the kitchen, Dirk opens his fridge only to be attacked by an axe wielding
aubergine, which hacks off his limbs. Having had surgery, Dirk finds. himself in the Crissy
Crossy Lines Dimension and so begins his quest, to seek out and destroy the Alien Bongo
Beast. None of this is actually relevant to the gale, but it makes for humorous reading,
none the less.
Upon loading, and having viewed the story line, the lain title screen appears. Pressing a
key' takes you onto the game menu, which lists b options. You can play the gale, select a
keyboard/Joystick option, view the instructions, load a previous score or save your
present score.
Having selected your various options you can then begin the game. The screen display is
divided into two main sections. The large~t places you on a grid, which shows your
immediate. view of space while the slaller area acts as your radar, enabling you the see
the lllJJ1lirOUS enemy craft in advance.The object of the game is to seek out and destroy the 8 generator vents in order to
disable the defence system, Having destroyed all 8 vents you are then faced with a
slightly larger alien craft. Unfortunately this· being possesses a shield known as a
Jammer, so you must first destroy its shield' using one of your homing missiles and destroy
the alien itself using your cannons. If successful, you then progress onto the next level,
of whictd:.here are 15 in total.
The Graphics are, rather typically, ·displayed in PMODE4 and though not perhaps are
striking as Mandragore are nevertheless impressive, particularly t~e enemy craft. The
sound is restricted to various spot FX but it too is more than adequate.
Kouga Software describe Revenge as being their finest release yet and I am inclined to
ag,ree inmost respects. The graphics may not be of the same high quality but Revenge iI
far more challenging and infinitely more addictive, something which Mandragore cannot
readily be described as being.
At £6 Revenge is slightly more expensive that its predecessors but is by no means outwith
the average persons budget. In these troubled times, it is refreshing to see high quality
releases such as Revenge and all I can say is long may'it continue!

1J



.cob HarriS', former
proprieter of Dragon
User, is reported to have
left the Dragon market.
Is it not knwon whether
his company's stock will
be made available fron
Inother source.

.The NDUG'S Dragonart
Graphics Library, has
recently aqquired a r~nge
of Dragon, COCO, and 059
Public Domain Software
from the United States of
Anerica. Write to Ray
S.ith at 5 Glen Road,
Parkstone, Poole, Dorset
for further details.

'The recent Have show is
said to have attracted an
attendance of jU$t over
400, and though some
exhibitors were
disappointed by the low
attendance, the ·majority
of traders were said to
be pleased with trade~
Meanwhile, Bob Preston
has announced his
intentions to stage
another Ossett show.

·NDUGSoft is shortly to
add Collosal Cave &
Adventure Writer,
available for £4 and £5
rt5pectively, to its list
of loftware.

coco Corner ••
This program is a Direct Disk I/O Utility, which allows you to
read ~ wrj,tedirect to disk on the Color Computer.
The program has two routines. The main routine allows you to
.view the contents of a sector, move from sector to sector, or'
write the buffer contents on the screen. On entering the
program, you are prompted to enter a starting track. To read
the following sector press (+>. To read the previous sector
press <->, after which you will enter the 'edit mode', used for
modifying buffer contents.
Upon returning to the main routine, you can write the buffer
contents to the sector by pressing (@>. Copying sector to
sector may be accomplished by reading a sector, pressing the
<clear> key (this allows logical movement between sectors
without altering the screen contents), moving to the desired,
·sector using (+)or <-) and tehn writing the sector.
,Once you have entered the edit routine, a cursor will flash on
the screen. Using the four arrows, move the cursor over the,
byte (or first byte) that you want to modify and press <enter).
At the bottom of the screen, the ASCII value of that byte will
be displayed and you will be prompted for a new value. Enter
,that value, return to the main routine (using CLEAR), and then
write the disk sector (using @). To enter more than one value,
just move the cursor to the next byte you want to change and
press <enter) again. Any number of changes can be made to the
buffer area before returning to the main routine (via CLEAR),
however the disk sector is not updated unless you write it back
(using @). You may modify multiple bytes of the buffer with a
character string. Simply, in response to the prompt for a new
value of a byte, reply with a -1. Then you will be prompted for
a character string input.
You really have to try the program to fully understand it, but
do not use an important disk until you have mastered the
process. A word of caution, until you have got it going, do ~ot
mess with track 17, sectors 2-11. You could destroy your
directory. However once mastered, along with pages 57-59 of
your disk system manual, you can achieve some complictaed tasks
- I have been able to unkill programs and data files with it.
Anyone who experiences problems with the above program should
write to me, enclosing a 5AE, at 31 West Quadrant, Firth Park,
Sheffield, S5 6QE.

Article ~ Programming
By Thomas McIntyre

,..
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10 'INITIALIZATION
20 CLS:INPUT"DO YOU NEED INSTRUCTIONS";A$:GOSUB540:PO

I KE234, 2:POKE235 ,0:POKE238 ,4:POKE239 ,32: A$=" SECTOR" IB$
="TRACK"':CLS: INPUT"TRACK"; X:INPUT"SECTOR"; Y

.30 C$=STRING$(32,175):PRINT@0,C$;:PRINT@288,C$;:POKE2
36,X:PRINT@320,B$;X;
40 '
50 'MAIN LOOP
60 'ENTRY POINT FOR NO-OP NEXT LINE
70 '
80 POKE 237,Y:PRINT@330,A$;Y:IF SW=O THEN EXEC 54892
90 PRINT@384,"(ENT)-EDIT (CLR)-HOLD (@)-WRITE (SPC)-S
CAN":IF PEEK(341)=223 THEN 200: '(+)
100 IF PEEK(343)=223 THEN 210: '(-)
110 IF PEEK(338)=191 THEN 270: '(ENT)
120 IF PEEK(1024)()175 THEN SW=0:CLS:POKE234,2:GOT030
: 'ERROR
130 IF PEEK(339)=191 THEN SW=1:POKE234,1: '(CLR)
140 IF PEEK(338)=254 THEN POKE 234,3:GOSUB450:EXEC548
92:POKE234,2:SW=0: '(@)
150 IF PEEK(240)()0 THEN PRINT@384,"ERROR TYPE ";PEE
K(240):POKE240,0:FOR DL=l TO 500:NEXT DL
160'GOSUB 450: IF PEEK (345)=247 THEN SW=O:POKE 234,2:G
OT090 ELSE 90: '(SPC)
170 '
180 'SUBROUTINE CALLED FROM MAIN USED FOR SECTOR CHAN
GE
190 '
200 Y=Y+l:IF Y=19 THEN Y=1:X=X+1:GOT0220 ELSE 80
210 Y=Y-l:IF Y=O THEN Y=18:X=X-l ELSE 80
220 IF X=-l THEN X=34 ELSE IF X=35 THEN X=O
230 POKE236,X:PRINT@320,B$;X;:GOT080
240 '
250 'SUBROUTINE FOR EDIT MODE
260 '
270 RB=1:SW=2:POKE234,1:GOSUB450:XX=1056
280 IF PEEK(341)=247 THEN XX=XX-32: 'DOWN ARROW
290 IF PEEK(342)=247 THEN XX=XX+32: 'UP ARROW
300 IF PEEK(343)=247 THEN XX=XX-1: 'LEFT ARROW
310 IF PEEK(344)=247 THEN XX=XX+1: 'RIGHT ARROW
320 IF XX(1056 THEN XX=XX+256 ELSE IF XX)1311 THEN XX
=XX ....256
330 XU=PEEK(XX):POKE XX,RND(7)*16+127:PRINT@384,"(ENT
)-EDIT (SPC) OR (CLR)-RETURN":GOSUB 450:POKE XX,XU
340 IF PEEK(339)=191 THEN SW=1:POKE234,1:GOT090: '(CLR
) 15



350 IF PEEK(338)=191 THEN IF RB=O THEN GOSUB 400:ELSE
360 ELSE RB=O: '<ENT>

J60 IF PEEK(345)=247 THEN SW=0:POKE234,2:GOT090 ELSE
280: '<SPC>
370 '
380 'ROUTINE FOR INPUT OF NEW BYTE VALUES
390 '
400 PRINT@384,"":PRINT@384,"VALUE->";PEEK(XX)+" (-1 F
OR CHR)";
410 INPUT XY:GOSB63:POKE XX,XY:RP=l:RETURN
420 '
430 'ROUTINE FOR UPDATING STATUS
440 '
450 IF SW=O THEN SW$="SCAN":ELSE IF SW=2 THEN SW$="ED
IT" ELSE SW$="HOLD"
460 IF PEEK(234)=1 THEN MD$="NO OP" ELSE IF PEEK(234)
=2 THEN MD$="READ "ELSE MD$="WRITE"
470 PRINT@448,"SWITCH ";SW$;" MODE ";MD$;:R
ETURN
480 '
490 'ROUTINE FOR ENTERING CHARACTER INSTEAD OF VALUES
500 '
510 -IF XY)-l THEN IF XY>255 THEN XY=255:RETURN ELSE R
ETURN ELSE PRINT@384,"":PRINT@384,"CHARACTER ->";:INP
UT XY$:FORDL=l TO LEN(XY$):IF XX-1+DL<1312 THEN POKE
XX-l+DL,ASC(MID$(XY$,DL,l»:NEXT:XY=ASC(XY$):RETURN E
LSE XY=ASC(XY$):RETURN
520 '
530 '
540 IF LEFT$ (A$,l)<>"Y" THEN RETURN
550 CLS:PRINT"THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO EDITDISK CO
NTENTS. FIRST YOU WILL BE PROMPTED FOR A BEGINNING

TRACK AND SECTOR NUMBER. TO 'READCONTENTS OF A PRE
VIOUS OR FOLLOWING SECTOR, PRESS '-' OR '+'.";
560 PRINT"TO MOVE SECTORS WITHOUT READ,PRESS <CLE
AR>. TO WRITE CONTENTS OF SCREEN TO DISK PRESS<@>.
TO RETURN TO READ MODE PRESS<SPACE>. TO ENTER EDIT MO
DE, PRESS <ENTER>, AND USE ARROWS TO POSITION CU
RSOR TO BYTE TO EDIT."
570 PRINT@481,"PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE ••••• ";:A$=IN
KEY$: IF A$='"' THEN 570
'580 CLS:PRINT"PRESS <ENTER> TO PROMPT FOR A NEW INP
UT VALUE. ENTER VALUE OR -1 TO INPUT CHARACTER STRING

BOTH <CLEAR> AND <SPACE> WILL RETURN TO MAIN RO
UTINE WITH PREVIOUS FUNCTION."
:590PRINT@481,"PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE ••••• ";:A$=IN
KEY$:IF A$=""THEN 590 ELSE RETURN



Word- Search
Welcome to the first Dragon Logic
Word Puzzle. All you have to do to
claim your unique prize is to find
the names of 10 Dragon companies,
from the past and the present,
listed in the opposite word puzzle.
When you've found all 10 names send
the completed entry form (duplicate
entries are permitted) to Dragon
Logic at 72 Diriebught Road,
Inverness, IV2 3QT. The first entry
drawn will receive a copy of a
UNIQUE STEREO recording of Dragon
generated music. Ninety minutes of
sheer bliss as supplied by Dragon
music expert, Stuart Beardwood!
'Only one entry per individual.

Dragon Logic Word Puzzle

ICY Y T T X E Q N Z X E U P E
E A I lOA A G GeE M R P E H
o X I L W R D Q F N A U I M T I
I C S K PRY Q TEA E F NFL
H M Y T D A I T BEE R N Y J L
E F C F V P M K N F U K 0 F C A
X SlY T Z C C J F 0 L G V D E
X L N K I I N P 0 A Q F A B K D
o HUE U I U W S M D D R V X 0,
T E T Q S L RIG L M L D G F R
U N T N SUS 0 Y V V S M J S C
E R Q E G EPA T U P Moe F I
G R R Y K G G M Z K 0 U X LIM
Y R E L D H H K 0 A B X G F L J
P I H S RAT S M C K K M P U X

****************************************************~* Dragon Logic Word Puzzle - Entry Form *
* ------------------------------------- *

The hidden words are*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

6 .
7

*
*
*
*.IE-
*
*
*

1 ..
2
3
4
5

8 ..
9 ..
10

*===================================================*
* Name *
* Address ** Past Code *
*
*****************************************************

*

-M- -M- -M- -M- -M- -M- -M- -M- -M- -M- -M- -M- -M- -M- -M- -M- -M- "* oM- -)If- -M- -M- -M-

-M- WIN A UNIQUE STEREO ~
oM- RECORDING OF DRAGON -M-

oM- - GENERATED MUSIC - -M-
-M--M--M--M--M--M--M--M--M--M--M---M--M--M--M-oM--H--M--M--M--M-~~
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Adventurers Anonymous
Now that the number of Commercial adventure games on
th~ market is slcwly dwindling~ Dragon users are
increasingly finding themselves having to replace tne
gap left by the once prolific commercial companies.
Therefore the demand for Adventure writers is at its
highest, as more and more people seek to have their
titles released in an effort to strengthen the
market. Until recently, there has been a noticeable
absense of Adventure creators, the only program which
springs to mind being Cowan's Adventure Writer, which
at the time was priced rather highly, to say the
least. Now, fortunately, Adventure Writer has been
re-launched by NDUGSoft, the software subsidiary of
the National Dragon Users Broup. Having never seen
the program in action, I can't comment on its
effectiveness, and I have to confess to having heard
of only one adventure which was written using the
prrngram, but I gather that, used to its full
potential, it can be an effective tool in as far as
writing adventure software is concerned. This and
Cowan's Collosal Cave Adventure, created using
Adventure Writer, is available from NDUGSoft priced
£5, Collosal being sold for the slightly cheaper
price of £4. Both titles should be on the market by
the time you read this, so contact Stephen Wood,
NDUGSoft, ~2 Downsway, Springfield, Chelmsford, Essex
for further details.
More news on the adventure scene is that New Era
Publications have commissioned, one-time owner of
Unique Software, David Bryant, to write what they
describe as a mixture of "arcade, adventure, strategy
and simulation". An unlikely combination, I'd have
thought, but it sounds intriguing nonetheless. Expect
the game to hit the market around August.
And, as you may have read earlier, Pulser Software
have taken over Orange, in a deal which involves
several adventure titles including The Great Fish Van
Scandal, pyradventure Amenophis II, The Thirteenth
Task, The Curse of Cormarc, Forest of Doom, Larkspur
Waldorf, the complete set of Hargrave adventures, and
several former Quickbeam adventures. We have no price
details as of yet but I gather that Brian 0 'Connor
is to reduce prices on most of the above.
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FGi-- the
solution
which

moment, we return to Andrew McBride's
to The Final Mission, the first part of

was published last Issue. The solution
continues:
7) Say O,2,6,9-S-S-E-E-Now Enter E 15 times followed
by S 15 times.
B) Read parchment-Now Enter N 15 times followed by W
15 times.
9) Drop parchment-W-W-S-Get Carving-W-S-S.
N.B. If energy is 7 or more the above should be O.K -
but if hit too many times by arrows, it may be
necessary to start again.
10) W-Spray Aerosol-D-S-Use Crowbar-Drop Crowbar-N-E-
D-D-Unchain Man-Get Handle-U-U-S-S-Examine Statue-Get
Rubies.
11) Insert Emeralds-Insert Edgar-Wear Pendant-S-S-
Show Carving-So
12) Examine Throne-Insert Handle-S-FINISH.
We're sadly approaching the end of the column this
Issue, but before we close, I have a request for help
from Alexander McIntosh, from the Athens of the
North, Edinburgh.
Apparently he's having trouble with both Mansion of
Doom ~ Posiedon Adventure, two games which I have to
confess to having never played. Regardless, Alexander
would like to know where to find the mallet to drive
in the stake in the former, and in the latter, where
to find the wrench to open the hatch.
Anyone who can help Alexander should contact him at
26 Southhouse Avenue, Liberton, Edinburgh, EH17 BED.
And of cour~e, we'd like to hear from you if you
yourself need help or indeed, feel able to offer
help. You all know the address by now, so there's no
excuses. See you next Issue.

****************************************************** Adventure Help Line *
* ------------------- *
* ** ADVENTURE *
* PROBLEM *
* *
* NAME "....... *
* ADDRESS *
* *
* *
*****************************************************



Issue 8 Is upon me, and as usual I am III prepared. This Is especially true
as I have not long returned from the Hove show, a round trip of about
620 miles. Anyway, I must press on regardless ....

... .

n···/l1_Dj:;r.:~L,;,;wff()jll1t1lJl·· j;t':::::fiYi-I/;jj::::?::::::::::::;::{::: :::::::::::::::::::::{:::::.. '~~~':~~~~*"~"«::':~~-,:::~~:~~::f:~:::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
My:ll~~in9: :irf ifi~:i:~s:t:q~f~rnri:h:~d::~:i~~nY:~~~ny:pUQ :th:.(t; (TJ:i;lr~:~f:~:tYp~
:Ri~~:+~cJJ~y~:1::offsndJ;fTn:nr:rep.rln0dt.eI0tU.\H.\.\.\.l./·"_::::::<:««<»««< ::::««:::: .'::.:.:.»::::::::':-: :.:.:.:.;.;.;
With that little bug off my chest I can continue quite happily. Last month I
promised to give you a listing that would allow you to use the keyboard
scanning routine to control a sprite on the screen. This month I deliver
the goods. Thera are two listings Involved, the first Is merely the sprite
displaying routine (16x16 grid). This routine Is simply the one I printed a
couple of Issues ago, so I'm not going to print It again. The second Is
the routine which scans the keyboard and moves the sprite accordingly.
As usual I'm assuming that you're using a Dragon-Dos drive like myself
with PMODE4,1 starting at 3072. All you tape users out there can Just
use PMODE4,2 and run the routines without any alteration.

ORG 11528 LOA 341 LOA 344

LOX #3072 CMfA #223 CHf,A, #223

STX @LOCONSCREEN BEQ@UP BEQ @RIGHT

JSR@OISP LDA 342 ORA@MAIN

@MAIN LBSR @REPEAT C~~PA #223 @lUP LOA @LOCONSCREEN

JSR $8005 BEQ@OOWN CMPX #3103

LOA 340 LOA 343 BLE@MAIN

Cf~PA #191 CMPA #223 JSr.@GLt\NK

LBEQ@aUIT BEQ@LEFT LOX @LOCONSCREEN



·LEAX -32,X LOX @LOCONSCREEN

STX @LOCONSCREEN LEAX I,X

JSR @OISP s rx @LOCONSCREEN

BRA @MAIN elSR @DISP

@DOWN LOX @LOCONSCREEN LBRA @M,A,IN

CMPX #8703 @REPEAT LOX #336

BGE @~,A,iN LDA #2GG

JSR @BLAm~ @LOOP ST A .,\(t

LOX @LOCONSCREEN 01PX #346

LEAX 32.X BNE @LOOP

STX @LOCONSCREEN RT:;

JSR @OISP @QUIT RTS

BRA @MAIN @OISP rou 11265

@LEFT LOX @lOCONSCREEN @BLANK Eau 11400

CMPX #3072 @lOCONSCREEN rou S2DOf;

BEa@MAIN

JSR@BLANK

LOX @LOCONSCREEN

LEAX -1.X

Right, to run the program you must load the
sprite program at location 11265, which 18
no hassle as It was position Independant
aIlyway, which means that you don't have to
re-assemble It at the new address, Then
you need to type
PMODE",1 :SCREEN1, 1:EXEC 11528

Only do this when you have saved the
routine listed on the left aruJ loaded the
sprite routine at the right address. The
cursor keys move the sprite and BREAK
quits.

I don't know what I'll be writing about next
time, maybe there's something you want to
know about..? lL@fi [iill@ ~1ru@\Vl] ~@!!l0[j'@

roOOw@ ~ mfi@ O® [MJ@OD

STX @LOCONSCREEN

JSR@DISP

BRA@MAIN

@RIGHT LOX @LOCONSCREEt~

CMPX #8734

LBEa @~1AIN

JSR@BLANK

-----. ----



Hove Report
Paul Grade promised that the Show at Hove would be
one of the best that the old Dragon has seen in many
a moon and so it turned out. The old soothsayer was
right.
The venue was Hove Town Hall.and that was a surprise
for a start. M6st people envisaged one of those vast
Victorian edifices the Victorians loved to erect, all
marble columns and stone gargoyles. How wrong could
you be? It turned out to be a modern building of
glass and concrete, which owed more to the likes of
Frank Lloyd Wright than the Victorians.
The main Hall was vast and elegant with its designer
c.iling and walls in mahogany or teak, I never could
tell the difference. Consequently the stands were
more spaced out than usual and there would have been
plenty of room for the thousand people that Paul had
hoped for without undue crowding.
All the exhibitors turned up, expect Bob Harris. This
is the second Southern Show on the trot where Bob has
failed to turn up. It would seem that his withdrawal
from the Dragon scene is total and the demise of
Dragon User must have hit him harder than he would
care to admit.
For me the one outstanding quality of the show was
the amazing loyalty and enthusiasm shown for the
Dragon and to a lesser extent, the CoCo. CoCo owners
have become more cynical and disallusignad over the
years through the lack of support from Tandy. Their
case was not like the Dragon, when Dragon users had
to take to the boats as Dragon Data sank without
trace, CoCo users were deliberately cast adrift by
Tandy and left to their fate.
I won't bore you· by giving you a list of all the
people who were exhibiting, but will just mention a
few in passing.
The Siegfried Computer-Gruppe came all the way from
West Germany and a merry group of enthusiasts they
turned out to be. Their stand was the most
professionally presented of them all. It was an
indictment of our Education system and our
isolationistic attitudes .that while they all spoke
English from the fluent :to the fractured, only the
isolated Dragon owner could reply in German. Bernd



Knechtel (their Chairman) told me that they had come,
not so much to -sell a lot of software or hardware,
but to show the flag! or as he put it, 'to test the
'vater'. They were showing their real time clock
boards, various OS9 software, and their very
professional magazine - if you can read German - and
-of course touting for members.
Computape, John Penn, Prestons and Pulser all
reported good business. Kouga had stewart Orchard,
the author of 'The Alien Bongo Beast in the Crissy
Crossy Lines Dimension' in attendance and this took
the Huntley and Palmer as far as names were
concerned. Those who should know about such things
tell me its a great game (Turn to page 13 and find
out just how good it is - ED).
MacGowans were selling a lot of their range including
Printer Control at half price. Protech were selling
DOS kits and Phil Scott's range of DOS. sutcliffe
Electronics were demonstrating their DOS converter
~oards which allow you to put your DOS controller
inside your Dragon.
Steve and Dave Knight were demonstrating (when the
power was on!) their Dragon Gr~phics, Studio Plus
which I am sure will turn out to be the ultimata
drawing system for the Dragon. Chris Rouse was
demonstrating his WEFAX, weather satellite program on
the CoCo and found a wave of interest among Dragon
owners. The CoCo was also in evidence demonstrating
the Dragonart Graphics Library pictures and Jason
Shouler was illustrating the miracles which OS9 can
perform on the 512k CoCo3. Showing the way the Dragon
could have been developed given the right kind of
luck.
Above all it was a show which allowed the various
Groups, NDUG, 68Micro, DUDE and Siegfried to show
their expertise and enthusiasm for a computer which
has a lot of life left in it yet.
I almost forgot to mention it. Someone walked off
with the admission money and the Police were called.

,For anyone without Paul Grade's dedication and sense
of humour that would have probably been enough for
them to have thrown in the towel and called it a day.

'It says much for his passion for our favourite
computer and that tenacity which has made the NDUG
into one of the longest running user groups in the
country, that this was just a 'blip' on an otherwise
successful day. BY ~Y stlUIl
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clubs U FANZINES
As readers may have read last Issue; Ray Smith of the
NDUG's Dragonart Graphics Library has recently
aqquired a range of Software from the U.S.A, which he
iptends to offer to the Dragon public through his new
Public Domain Library. This is what Ray had to say
about the Library: .
"Regarding the Public Domain Library, I have had
around 60 disks from the States full of programs for
the CoCo 1 and 2, the CoCo 3 and OS9. While none of
these programs run on the Dragon at present, the
process of converting the BASIC programs has started,
but it will be a little while before they are
available. Chris Rouse and I are converting suitable
CoCo 1 and 2 programs and Jason 8houler is converting
the 089 •. When they are eventually available we'l·l
announce it in both Dragon Logic and Dragon Update.
Describing the sheer depth of work involved in such
conversions, Ray continued, "Meanwhile you can
imagine the work involved. Just to make a database on
disk and- hopefully on cassette of the names of all
the programs involved, plus a brief description is a
monumental task. We won't start on that until we've
done most of the converting~ We won't publish lists,
but ask people who are interested to send in a disk
or cassette plus the postage.
"Added to that, many of the disks had sector errors
on them when they arrived, so resurrecting some of
the files hasn't been easy.
"Some of ~he programs avail~ble for the CoCo are
fantastic, for example McPaint, KDSK and ECLIPSE to
mention but three. Unfortunately, as is often the
case, the best are written in machine code and their
consequent conversion is difficult".
So difficult, infact, that Ray has requested help
from anyone who can volunteer their expertise.
If you would like to know more about the new Public
Domain Library, or if you feel you can help in any
way, then write to Ray Smith, 5 Glen Road, Parkstone,
Poole, Dorset, BH14 OHF.
-----------------------------------------------------
Dragonfire's DRAGON MAGAZINE has followed the trend
set by Dragon Logic, and latterly, 6809 User and gone
bi-monthly. The move comes as a result of the large
.c~le decline in Dragon contributors. 24



REVIEW
Name:Airball
Supplier:Computape
Price:£2.99

Airball is without doubt one of the best titles ever for the Dragon, originally by
Microdeal, now marketed by Computape.
For the record, you were a man, now you're a ball and you have to accept the task set for
you by an evil wizard. The task is to find and return to the wizard numberous objects. No~
being a ball has it's problems, namely a slow puncture so there comes a time when a quick
inflation is required (around 8% and rising Quicklyl-ED), this is facilitated by pumps,
there is one on the first screen, but others you must find to enable you to continue
further down the passages in search of the objects, which include a tin of beans, a
Jragon, a cross and a flask. The amount of air left is shown on the screen, the air is
used as time passes and as you bouce along, lose all the air and you lose one of your 4
1ives,
Besides air being a continuous problem, the various forms of spikes are unforgiving. The
walls and barriers can prove to be good brainteasers although placing the crates sometimes
is a work of art.
Picking up an object is done by moving next to it and pressing the space bar. What you ara
carrying is shown on the screen, only one object at a time though. If you decide t01ry
it, use a joystick if possible, be prepared to map it and experilent with the speed·And
direction options available.

o (An Airball Screen Designer is currently available from Dragonfire Services on disk only,
priced £5.00. The designer requires an original cassette version of Airball upon Mhich to
work. Orders should be sent to Dragonfire Services, Unit 3, Rising Sun Enterprise Centra,
Blaina, Gwent, NP3 3JW. See Issue b for further details-ED).
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NEWS EXTRA COMMENT
Jonathan Cartwright has announced details The news tilat Jonathan Cartwright is to
of his next release. The game, entitled leave the Dragon market shortly will come as
Defender of the Throne, is based on the a blow to Starship's publishers, Pulser
Mirrorsoft/Cinemaware release, Defender of Software & Preston Games, who have both
the Crown and owing to its size it will relied heavily on his work, particularly
only be available on disk. Pulser Software, who are fortunate to have
George Cartwright is to produce the music now aqquired Orange Software.
and David Knight, of Knight Computer Dragon users too will find the news
Services, together with Stuart Beardwood, disappointing because in recent years
is to create the graphics. Jonathan has established himself as one of
It is not certain when the game will be our leading programmers, producing such
released or at what price, but it is widely classics as Rola Ball, Utopia, CAD-6809,
expected that Preston Games will market the Rally, Impossiball and many more. He has,
game. moreover, found the time to contribute
Unfortunately Defender of the Throne is to regular articles to Dragon Logic and other
be Jonathan's last Dragon game as he is Dragon publications, indeed it is true to
ihortly to enter University and in order to say that Dragon Logic wouldbe continually
make a living, he has now been forced to short of material were it not for his
concentrate his efforts on the Atari ST, enthusiastic efforts.
which he says, will prove far more useful. Such is the state of the Dragon larket,
however, that programmers such as Jonathan now have to turn elsewhere in order to make a
living. Thus it is essential that we support existing programmrs and suppliers as best we
can, otherwise others will follow in Jonathan's path, and who can blame them-
sentementality doesn't pay the bills, after all.
It is not known whether Keith Stuart and George Cart~ri~ht will continue Starship Software
in some form or other, it would be heartening if they could, but unless they can recruit
another programmer with the same credentials, it se2ms unlikely.
As a consolation, Jonathan has fortunately agreed to continue his work with Dragan Logic,
a jesture which will please those who enjoy his regular programming column. Many of you
have said in passing how much you ~njoy the column, but Jonathan is finding it
increasingly difficult to continuehis series, due to YOUR apathy - in his time with us, he
has received NO feedback! d~spite constant pleas from myself and Jonathan.
Many of our readers are first class writers, and a sizeable number put their talents to
practical purposes, while the overall majority sit back and rely on work of others. There
will come a time when those few decide to move on, and with no one to fill the gap, that
would really leave us in dire straits.
It takes nothing to write a decent review or a program listing - follow the style taken by
other writers and adapt it to suit yourself, but above all else, write something.
Unless·you want to read blank pages (and I'm net joking) then I suggest you start writing,
otherwise you may 'find yourself losing some of our most prolific writers, and whose fault
will that be?
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DRAGON · GRAPHICS
DRAaoNDRAW has in the past been described as the 'old man of Dragon Graphics Utilities.
Indeed it 'is true to say that many of the more recent graphics packages owe a great deal
in their design to Dragondraw, yet it is a description which I feel is unfair.
Originally designed for the CoCo, Dragondraw has been converted by Ray Smith to run on the
Dragon using Dragondos, though a Cassette version is available.
Upon loading, the program asks you whether you wish to activate the speed-up poke, moving
the cursor over the appropriate choice. Initially the screen contents are displayed as
black on green though it is possible to select black on white.
The Main Menu is located in Graphics Page 1 and takes over the top quarter of the screen,
while the rest of the screen is used for Grachi~s Editin~
The Menu consists of a /t.4 n(),A.... ~r~ Co I or ~ \'SZ:CL:-: -c,;;-;/j
numbe: of Icons which ~ :, .. C~'T pVU; ~ ~ _ '/71 r-=--'
contaln the TOOLS used to . ~ ,""\ 'J l._ __ --I

create your graphics plus ~======\------------ ...J

two main boxes to the -,
right showing both the
background and foreground
colours.
Below these boxes are four
words:FILE, SIZE, MISe and
UNDO. Each of the first
three triggers a Pull-Down
Menu while UNDO merely
undoes your last action
and restores the screen to

Disk LOda
Disk Sdve
Disk Dir
Tape
Tdpe
Scre
QLi it.

ed by thOSe at.t.endlng
est Princeton. 198~

its original form.
A small cursor is used to select the various options using a Right Hand Joystick
(Potentiometer type Joysticks' work best). To select a command, simply place the cursor
over the required function and press the fire button. In the case of the three pull down
menus, it is necessary to hold down the button while selecting your command.
In all there are sixteen varying tools and they consist of DRAW, ERASE, BOX, CIRCLE,
PAINT, TEXT, LINE, RAY, SOLID BOX, GET, PUT, MI\GNIFY, two cOlllmandswhich alIou you to view
the top and bottom sections of th~ screen seperately and another two used to select the
various patterns.
Thl' majeri ty of .vai1ablo 'TooI5' are by no llleansunique now, but they may well have been
at the time this program was originally released.
GET & PUT are particuarly useful 'tools' in that they allow you to stcra and area of up to
64*64 pixels which may be relocated later. My only criticism is that an area of b4*64
pixels covers only very small objects and I would have prefered to Store much larger
4reas_ Another particularly useful command is MAGNIFY which is now apparent on both

CAD-6809 and Picture Maker. When this is selected a new screen i~age will appear showing
the area magnified eight times over. This is useful for designing very fine detailed
graphics.
The two colour options allow you to choose from any other the "''''',"~tt,, .."'e ,,·,i' ilbll!, a

8&1.1 TV

Mon it or



vast amount compared to most utilities. Though the program is displayed in PMOOE4 it is
Ilid to be possible to obtain purplish, greenish or bluish tints at times.
lhere are, as stated previously, three Pull Down Menus, consisting of FILE. SIZE and MISC.
The File Menu allows you to load or save designs to disc, view,the disk DIR, load or save
designs to tape, activate the built in screen du~p, or return to Basic.
The Screen Dump, it should be said, is Epson Compatible. if your Printer is incompatible
then you must alter some of the lines, the manual covers that area quite adequately.
The purpose of the Size Menu is to change the eraser size. The default size is 8*8 though
it is possible to alter it to 4*4 or 1*1.
Finally, the Misc menu, allows to you
Clear the screen, view the picture, alter
the colous set or alter the Put Modes.
Again the manual covers all options
adequately.
The documentation accompanying the program
is first class and well presented, with a
selection of screen dumps (some of which
accompany this article).
Overall, I feel Dragondraw is a vastly
underrated program, and though it may lack
some of the sophisticated features of
todays Graphics utilties, I found it held
its own quite well. For some reason the
NDUG refrain from publicising Dragondraw,
something which I find astonishing. If
compared to the NDUG's other Graphics
utility, Drawezee, Dragondraw ~s by far
the most superior, leagues above Drawezee,
infld.

MAGNIFV

No ...

•••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••• ••• •••• ••• •••• •••• •• ••• •• ••• •••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••• ••••••• ••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••• •••••••• •• ••• •••• ••••• ••

aefore

Done I §~~--------------
Anyone interested should write to Ray
Smith, Dragonart Graphics Library, Poole,
Dorset,'SH140HF.

DON MORRISON

WHAT'S ON SALE
******************************************
* Name * Supplier * Price *
******************************************'
* CAD-6809 * Pulser * £5.00 *
*-----------------*------------*---------*
* Easel Plus * Pulser * £4.50 *
*-----------------*------------*---------*
* Sprite Designer * Pulser * £4.50 *
*-----------------*------------*---------*
* Drawezee * NDUG * £2.50 *
*-----------------*------------*---------*
* 'TX' * NDUG * £2.75 *
*-----------------t------------*---------*
* Desktop * NDUG * £8.50 *
t-----------------*------------*---------*
1 WIMP * Dragonfire * £12 *
*-----------------1------------*---------*
* Graphics Studio * K.C.S * £4.99 *
*-----------------*------------*---------*
* P.C Fonts * K.C.S * £4.99 *
*-----------------*------------*---------*
* Picture Maker * John Penn * £5.00 *
*-----------------*------------*---------*
* Desktop + t Mac. Cons. 1 £30/35 *
t-----------------*------------t---------t
* Starlite * Mac. Cons. * £7/9 *
******************************************
tlf you know of any other Dragon GrQphics*
fUtilities, then write, giving details,*
Ito Dragon Logic, 72 Diriebught Road,*
*Inverness, IV23QT. *
111111****************************111**11*
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Well, was it going to be worth the effort, the South East, you
must be barmy!. These were the general comments I received the
week prior to what I nOIil regard as the best show I have
attended.
There were new faces behind the stands, including Siegfrieds
from West Germany, who's greatest problem seemed to be hanging
onto the little Dragons they had brought with them. On display,
the much reported mouse interface, soon to be marketed by New
Era in conjunction with Greenweld, whom I hope will become a
leading light in the Dragon hardware world. Greenweld
themselves had various keyboards, lots of seperate components
and connectors but what really caught my eye were their dual
joystick convertors for Atari type sticks, available for only
75p each.
Suttcliffe had their PCB, which allows you to fit your DOS
inside the Dragon, while leaving the Cartridge available for
other uses (a full report should follow shortly in the Hardware
column-ED). If you need any Dragon spares, Nick Spiers, a name
w~ll known to regular Dragon User readers, is the man.
Mike Townsend's Dragsoft was a stall I made a bee-line for.
I've just started making headway in M/Code, so I liIanteda look
at Data & Loader Printer. After a short demo, the disc landed
in the goodie bag.
Protech were exhibiting a new,concept, Amstrad add-ons for the
Dragon, though I can't comment on the skill needed to implement
these.
Phil Scott, well known for Dos-Plus and various other Dos
orientated prodJcts was answering questions and generally
laying Cumana to rest. NDUG, allilaysworth investing some money
in, had copies of Inside the Dragon and Dragon 32 upgrade
manuals amongst other things.
Pulser have now aqquired Orange Software and it must have been
a rush for them to get organised for the show, this seemed the
busiest side of the hall.

• If you didn't go, I hope this makes you wish you had, I managed
to do 8 laps of the hall in one hour, get everything on my
list, other things which weren't and leave in time to get to

. Wembley to witness the taking apart of a certain group of
Poles.
And the event as a whole, it was a long way to travel for most
people, but the hall was very flash, the car parking was very
chlap and the show attracted a gathering that I will reltmber
for a 10nQ time.

- News Update-

Knight Computer Services
has recently announced
details of three new
titles.
PCFO~T is a utility
designed for use with
MacGowan's Printer
Control and offers an
additional 21 fonts and a
font editor. The program
is available on both tape
& disc for £4.99.
DGS+ is a new version of
DGS and includes several
new and updated features
such as brush, shaded
fill, airbrush denSity
and a new screen dump, as
well as extra new font
commands such as rotate,
mirror etc. DGS+ is
available on disc only,
priced £5.99.
TEXT PRINTER is a program
designed to dump the text
screen to an Epson
printer, its ~ain novelty
being its ability tc
print graphics and
inverse characters. The
program is currently
available on disc only
but it is understood a
cassette version will be
made available shortly.
The program is priced
£2.49 •
Further details can be
obtained by writing to
Knight Computer Services,
7b Etwall Road, Hall
Green, Birmingham, B28
OLE.
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COMPETITION
Kouga S'oftware
popular release,
of the game, first

has kindly donated 3 copies of their
Ball Dozer. To win a cassette copy
answer the following 5 questions.

1) Under what name did John Foster originally wish to
enter the Dragon market.

2) Name the author of Ball Dozer.

3) Name the creature which features prominently in
the game.

4) Upon loading the game features this creature in a
T-Shirt. What does it read.

5) Who originally coyned the phrase.

Once you've answered all 5 quesitcns, send your
answers to Dragon Logic, Competition, 72 Diriebught
Road, Inverness, IV2 3QT.
The first 3 entries drawn will receive a copy of Ball
Dozer. Only one entry per indiviual is allowed and
the Editor's decision is final.

Next Issue
Next Issue sees the continuation of Sotos Mandalos's series, which delves into the
technically sophisticated world of Postcript, featured exclusively in Dragon Logic.
Jonathan Cartwright and Stuart Beardwood continue their respective series, with Stuart
revievling Music Maker amongst other things and Dragon Graphics features a review of 'TX',
a low resolution screen designer.
Softscene ta~es a look at Pulser Software's recent aqquisition of Orange Software with
reviews of Visitext, North Sea Action ~ High Text Plus together with DGS+, TEXTPRINTER and
PCFONTS from Knight Computer Services.
Adventurers Anonymous takes a look at the effect Pulser's takeover will have on the
adventure scene with reviews of Larkspur Waldorf II and The Thirteenth Task.
Alan .Swift's Hardware series continues with a report on Phil Scott's new Disc Operating
System which is widely regarded as the most sophisticated Dragon DOS system.
Eddie Freeman, in an ex=l~sive report, examines the many 3nd Y~rled uses of Spreadsheets
and points out these which are available to the Dragen community.
All that together with the Letters Page, the latest news r2ports, program listings,
Competitions, Clubs Page - the subject of which is the 68 MlcrD Group, and Exclusive
Interviews provide the line up for Issue 9. 31



On The Spot
This Issue, On the Spot, features an interview with John Foster, proprieter of Kouga
Software.
Despite having only been in the Dragon market for a year, Kouga has played a significant
role in the Dragon market, releasing such classics as Mandragore & Ball Dozer. With their
latest release, Revenge, said to be their best, Kouga seem set for even greater success.

WHY DID YOU MAf:EA PERSONAL CHOICE TO BUY A DRAGON?
At the time that I was shopping around for a computer, the only competition for the 32k
Dragon was a 16k Spectrum. It was really just the extra memory that sweyed my decision.

WHY DID YOU LAUNCH KOUGA SOFTWARE AND WHAT DID YOU HAVE TO ACHIEVE IN DOING SO?
In April 88 I set myself up as a freelance programmer with the help of the Enterprize
allowance scheme. I had, a few months earlier, just finished Mandragore, and had failed to
get it marketed by any other Dragon software house. So I entered the Dragon market simply
to earn a bit of money from a game that took me ages to write.

WHAT EXPERIENCE HAD YOU HAD WITH THE DRAGON PRIOR TO LAUNCHING KOUGA?
I loved writing games, and wrote several in BASIC. I failed to get them printed in any
Dragon magazine (Dragon Logic has published two of John's earlier titles in Issues 1 & 2 -
ED), so I had a go at selling some programs myself. An adventure called Molden never got
past the review stage, so I dropped that idea. I then tried to sell System One, a data
compressor, and despite a good review from Pete Gerrard, it also failed to sell. There was
no market.

WHAT IN YOUR OPINION HAS KEPT THE DRAGON GOING FOR SO LONG?
There are many devoted Dragon users out there, who don't want to see the Dragon die. It's
all down to them.

WITH DRAGON SUPPORT FALLING, HOW LONG CAN YOU SEE THE NEED FOR KOUGA?
I will continue to market games for the Dragon as long as programmers send me software to
sell.

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE STANDARD OF SOFTWARE CURRENTLY ~VAILABLE FOR THE DRAGON?
As with all computers you have some good and some bad. ConSidering the reward the
programmer: get from their games, the Dragon has a pretty good standard of software.

HOW DO YOU RATE THE DRAGON AS A GAMES MACHINE?
I'm afraid I do~'t really rate it very highly. It's OK for people who just want to playa
good shoot 'em up for a few minutes, but nowadays games can get very involving (like
Starglider II, Carrier Command and Xenon). The Dragon wa~'t really made to compete in the
1989 games market.
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WITH SO MANY TITLES BEING PRODUCED, HAVE YOU EVER CONSIDERED tilE POSSI81UTY OF CONVERTING
SOME OF THE MORE POPULAR TITLES, AVAILABLE FOR THE LIKES OF THE SPECTRUM, TO DRAGON
FORMAT?
I am always hassling Stewart Orchard (otherwise known as Spud') to convert titles such as
Uridium, Space Harrier and Dragon Nir.ja. Ir'Ithe end, hovever, it is up to him what he
writes. You have to remember that nowadays it takes a team of programmers, graphic artists
and musicians about 3 to 5 months just to produce 1 game on 1 computer. Poor old spud is
only a student at college and simply doesn't have the time. With the Summer Holidays
coming up I might get a version of Space Harrier out of him though.

WHAT DO YOU LIKE BEST ABOUT THE DRAGON'
It is such a great machine to learn about computers. Learning machine code was much
simpler that it is on new machines such as the ST. Memory management, colour planes and
68000 assembler are tough obsticals for newcomers to overcome, but great features for more
experienced programmers.

DO YOU FIND IT DIFFICULT TO DEVISE ORIGINAL GAMES FOR THE DRAGON?
No, ,because you can nick all the good idea from the more popular computers.

IN YOUR OPINION, HOW LARGE A ROLE HAVE KOUGA PLAYED IN KEEPING INTEREST IN THE DRAGON
ALIVE?
Not a great deal. We are only a small company, but do all we can for the Dragon. Our
customers seem mostly pleased about our games, and are glad that we support the Dragon. We
have introduced three new games over the past year and will continue to do so. It wouldn't
be a great loss if we didn't exist though.

HOW HAVE THE DRAGON COMMUNITY RESPONDED TO KOUGA SINCE ITS LAUNCH?
Very well.

DO YOU THINK DRAGON USERS ARE DOING ENOUGH TO KEEP INTEREST IN THE DRAGON ALIVE?
yes. Just because you buy a Dragon, it doesn't automatically mean you have to actively
keep it alive. If people do help then that is great, but if they don't want to, then so
what. The Atari ST won't kill them if they upgrade. If there aren't enough users out there
to keep interest in the Dragon alive, then the Dragon is a lost cause, but the people
leaving the Dragon, and those who don't help to keep it alive are not to blame. (Is it not
the case that the decline in Dragon numbers and the consequent fall in commercial
support is as a result of those who leave the Dragon and those who de nothing to support
it - ED).

HAVE YOU ANY NEW TITLES NEARING COMPLETION?
No. Stewart is starting work on a new game, but I have no details about it. Dudley the
incredible games playing goldfish may come up with the stCfylinp to this game aswell.

HAS YOUR vlORK WITH THE DF:AGON BEEN AN ENJOYABLE EXF'ERltNCE AND WHAT HAS MADE YOUR WllRK
WORTHWHILE?
Yes it has been very enjoy~ble so far. It's nice to knm ..that some people enjoy the games
that we sell, and so long as I'e recover the money we put into the Draqon, WE" re nappy. 33



WHAT HAVE BEEN YOURBEST AND WORST MOMENTS WITH THE DRAGON?
The best moment was the response from the Mandragore (eview, I was flooded with orders.
The wor~t has to be when I pulled out my Alldream cartridge with the Computer still on
(not a healt~~ move).

WHAT'S YOUR FAVOURITE GAME?
Or.the Dragon it has to be Draconian (Revenge is pretty similar to it).

WHAT HAS KEPT YOU THROUGH THESE TROUBLED TIMES?
Drink - (Only kidding!)

AS A PROGRAMMER, WHAT DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE PROBLEM OF SOFTWARE PIRACY?
On the Dragon, piracy is rife and hus damaged the Dragon no end. F.A.S.T (Federation
against software theft) is doing its best to stamp it out but only new technology can do
that. Nothing can be done about it on the Dragon.

TO DATE, WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR MOST SUCCESSFUL PROGRAM?
Mandragore, but then Revenge hasn't had time to beat it yet.

ON AVERAGE, HOW MANY UNITS OF ANY ONE PROGRAM, CAN YOU HOPE TO SELL?
I can give you exact sales. Mandragore has sold 94, Ball Dozer 36 and Revenge 19. Revenge,
of course, hasn't received its rave reviews yet, so when it does it should out sell
Mandragore.

HOW SERIOUS A SET BACK DO YOU FEEL THE COLLAPSE OF DRAGON USER WILL PROVE TO BE?

I think it was a significant set back in my mind. Many users got trapped outside the
Dragon community when it collapsed, and itis difficult to get back in. Without a magazine
as professional as Dragon User, the Dragon looks distinctly small.

WITH FINANCIAL RETURNS FOR DRAGON PROGRAMMERS BEING COMPARATIVELY LOW, HAVE YOU EVER BEEN
TEMPTED TO MOVE ONTO MORE PROFITABLE MACHINES IN ORDER TO MAKE A LIVING?
I already do make a living out of other computers, namely the Spectrum, Amstrad CPC &
Atari ST. Nobody makes a living out of the Dragon it's just a hobby.

HOW DO YOU RATE THE DRAGON AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE MACHINES OF TODAY?
It depends entirely on your needs. If the Dragon handles all of your needs then the
competition from other machines is irrelivant. However, for Games, Business Software,
speed and memory, MIDI sequencing , and for the artist, the Dragon doesn't rate very
highly against the ST, Amiga et<;.

WHAT IN YOUR OPINION MAk~S A GOOD GAME?
Constant action. If the players mind wanders for even a second, then there is something
wrong with the game. S/HE should become totally engrossed in the game. Good music also
helps cfeate the atmosphere.
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PU!.SER SOFTWARE PRrcE LIST

Due to our recent scquis tt ion of "l'r.Jr.~e Sc tt were", we tisve v~5tly
increased our rtJnge of sot t vere t it Ies, the ,:.c-mplete list det e i Ied below.

Key to Format ,nd SOf\W.3~~ -vo~ Codes

EXPLANATION S,W TYPE: EXPLANA TION

Ut uu y
Text Adventure
Graphic Adventure
Arcade Game
Strategy Game
EducatIonal
Other

FORMAT

DC
TC
DD
DE
TD
D64-
D32
CC
FL
059

I),
T."
GA
.'IG
SG

Dragon Casset te
Tanily Casset t e
Dragon DOS Disk
Delta DOS Disk
Tandy DOS Disk
Dragon 64 only
Dragon 32 only
Tanay CoCo only
Flex OS
059 OS

OT

("Tandy" = Tandy COCO 32k)

Satlvar- Title

BALLOOZER ' AS DO TO £3, SO LARKSPVR WALDORF II TA DC rc DO DE TO £2,75
BEANPATCH AS DC £1.00 LUCI;~R'S KINSOO" AS DC Te 00 TO £5,50
BEANPATeHEO AS DO DE TO £3, SO "AS.ASE (+ OU tile) UT DC DO DE £3,00
BEANS TALKER AS DC £1,00 mORA60RE 1 AG 00 TO £3, SO
CAO-6809 VT DC 00 £5.00 MNuRA60RE+SALLOOZER AS 00 TO £6,00
CO~PQSER eO"PANION (l) VT DC 00 tc £2,51) "ATC:~MAKER SS DC TC 00 DE TO £2,75
CO~FQ,"R I (l) VT 00 £1.75 mER'S OREA" AS DC tc 00 DE TO £2,75
COPIC r VT 00 £2, so HORin SEA ACTION AS DC TC 00 TO £2,75
CRAZY 'J~TA 3 AG DC rc 00 DE TO £2. SO ORANGe: 8ASE VT DO 1.3.01)
CURSE OF eOMRe TA fL £5,00 ORANGe: 800[ VT DO £1.75
D. A.". S VT 00 £3.00 ORANGe: FLEI 1 VT fL U.OO
DATA-DES ISNER VT 00 £4.01) PHY$iCS AND CHE" ('0' ley) EO DC TC 00 DE TO U.50
DESTINY AOYENTVRES m SA DC TC 00 £3.10 Py,AOVENTVRE TA oe TC 00 DE TO £2. SO
DICKIE'S DEN' AS DO £3,00 QUESi F,JR ,1EANING OF LIFE t TA DC £4.50
Diem SPAmAN ' AG 00 £3,00 RALL'f GA 00 £5. SO
OISCUP VT DO 06t £1.75 REVESGE !]TASSITCCLO (I)' AG 00 TO £6.00
DISKBASE VT DO £2.51) SHAQW ~ASTER PLVS AG 00 TO £3.00
OOSolus VT EPRO~ £IS. 00 SHE,LOCK VT FL £5.00
OOSolusTANOY VT EPRO~ £IS. '10 ,"RI)N'[~ SCiENTiST' TA 00 £3.01)
DOSolusOELTA VT e:PRO~ £IS 00 iP-": le:SI6NE, IJT OC 00 £UO
OIJPl!CAS 5 ' VT 00 £3."0 sPy J6, i~$i SP'! AG DC 00 £4.00
OUPL!DISK 2 ' IJT DO £3. ·)0 iWC"" t lA DC U. SO
EASEL PLUS IJT DO £4. so STAir, :SLANO t lA DC 14.11)
EL-PEA 1 Juzlragtiu (l) VT DC 00 £1,51) iUP'N,jvA AG DC rc DO DE TO £2.;0
E!.-PEA 1 Chruim (l) IJT DC 00 £ 1. SO II)PE,,:: ~ , AG DO 13.00
e:L-·'A 3 !lSY listening (t) VT DC DO £1.11) Te:",0R CASTLE' iA DO TO £3.00
EL-?,A eO~PENOIV" (l) IJT DC 00 £4.00 Tt:li ;CRc:E~ DESIGNER VT DC 00 DE £2. SO
ELECTROHIC AUTHOR' IJT 00 £14. 01) iH!,i'''~Tn TASK lA DC rc 00 DE TO £2.75
EXPRESS 6S0' ' AG DO £3.1)0 TO"SmNE ~ cooeREe:K 5G DO £1.75
F!RE fORCE' AG 00 £3.00 TRI,,"L ,:ROSSWOROS ' OT 00 TO £3,00
flSHVAN $CA~DAL TA DC TC 00 DE TO £2.71 TURNOVE, 56 DC TC 00 DE TO £1.75
FOREST OF OOO~ TA DC tc 00 DE TO £2.75 IJTOPIo AG DC 00 £4.10
FRANKIE' AG 00 £3.1)1) V1Srm' IJT DC £3.1)0
fRENCH nsr EO DC 00 TC TO 13 01) VI5i'ElT Dt:LIJXE VT DO £15.01)
GALACTIC SUS' AS 00 13. ,)1) VEii,li [lIRA UT 00 £12.01)
SORDON SENNET ' AG DO £3,01) ')I5iim ?LVS ut DO £10.1)1)
HEIR OF TYOS t TA DC £4 SO .AR -"~~E, I)F 6iLLIBRAN 1A 00 £3.51)
HIGH TEXT PLuS VI DC rc 00 TO £2.75 'ie:'.<!iS )F <ESH ' TA 00 £3,1)1)
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DRAGON
lOGIC

72 DIRIEBUGHT ROAD
INVERNESS, IV2 3QT.

Dr.gon Logic has in its first few months ~f trading, become one of the
~o.t popular amatuer 6809 publications in recent years.
Published bi-monthly, Dragon Logic offers intelligent and thought
provoking articles to cater for all ages and all capabilities, all
~imed at sustaining further, the life of the Dragon, undoubtedly one
of the finest 8-bit machines ever produced.
Dragon Logic's team of writers consist entirely of volunteer Dragon
enthusiasts who are wholly committed to the survival of both the
Dragon and Tandy machines.
The magazine is Edited and Published by Donald Morrison with regular
contributions from leading Dragon writers including Jonathan
Cartwright, one of the finest programmers in the Dragon market, Ray
Smith of NDUG's Graphics Library and Stuart Beardwood, well known for
his excellent work at the Westgarth Childrens Home.
Dragon Logic carries a wide range of information features including
Machine Code pr-ogramming, Graphics and Music Software, Entertainment
Software, Adventure playing, Hardware projects, program listings, Show
reports, Book Reviews, Charts, Clubs information, hints and tips,
up-to-date news and EXCLUSIVE interviews with the big names in the
Dragon wurld.
With Dragon Logic you not only get what is without doubt the finest
Dragon publication, but also the kind of service which puts us ahead
of our competitors - Programming advice, adventure help, special
offers, competitions and much much more.
Dragon Logic is available in 40 plus pages, making it without doubt,
the largest Dragon magazine, for a mere £1 per Issue ~r alternatively,
£6 p.a. (Prices include Post and Packing).

WHIH THE PUBLIC HAVE SAID ABOUT DRAGON LOGIC

"The first issue of Dragon Logic was very good and a Joy to read. The
interview with Harry Whitehouse was good, perhaps the best I've ever
read!" - Matthew de Monti.
"I thought Dragon Logic looked well produced." - Helen Armstrong,
Dragon User.
"I must congratulate you on your efforts in producing Dragon Logic.
It is interesting and has a varied subject matter." - Jonathan
Cartwright, Starship Software.
"The best ~anzine yet for the Dragon." - Ray Smith.
"Donald Morrison must be congratulated for his work." - Dragon
Magazine.
"It is very well designed and offers an interesting selection of
articles." - 6809 User.
"A professional looking magazine. Dragon Logic shows a lot of
promise." - Paul Grade, Dragon Update.

THEY CAN'T ALL BE WRONG!

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Please send
Cheque/Postal
£6.00

me six editions of Dragon Logic • I enclose a
Order made payable to Donald Morrison for the amount of

Name :•••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Address : ••.•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••.......................................................................
• • • • • . • • • • , •..•..•.•...•. " •• " " .• " • " " "" Pest Code "" •• ".".""."" •• " ••••• "
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